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QUESTION 1

Assuming other failover settings are at their default state, what would occur if the failover cable were to be disconnected
for five seconds and then reconnected? 

A. As long as network communication is not lost, no change will occur. 

B. Nothing. Failover due to loss of voltage will not occur if the voltage is lost for less than ten seconds. 

C. When the cable is disconnected, both systems will become active. When the voltage is restored, unit two will revert to
standby mode. 

D. When the cable is disconnected, both systems will become active. When the voltage is restored, both systems will
maintain active mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A VLAN has the following objects configured: Self-IP 10.10.10.100 with port lockdown set to Allow default Virtual server
10.10.10.100:443 with UDP profile enabled Virtual server 10.10.10.0/24 port forwarding virtual server Global destination
NAT forwarding 10.10.10.100 to internal server 172.168.10.100 Which object will process this request when
https://10.10.10.100 is entered into a browser? 

A. self-IP 10.10.10.100 with port lockdown set to Allow default 

B. virtual server 10.10.100/24 port o forwarding virtual server 

C. global destination NAT forwarding 10.10.10.100 to internal server 172.168.10.100 

D. virtual server 10.10.10.100.443 with UDP profile enabled 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

How are new connections load balanced? 
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A. To the first two members listed with the same priority group 

B. To the pool member with the least number of connections 

C. To the pool member with a high priority group value defined 

D. To the pool member with a low priority group value defined 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The 8IG-IP Administrator generates a qkview using "qkview -SO" and needs to transfer the output file via SCP. Which
directory contains the output file? 

A. /var/log 

B. /var/tmp 

C. /var/local 

D. /var/config 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A site wishes to perform source address translation on packets from some clients but not others. The determination is
not based on the client\\'s IP address, but on the virtual servers their packets arrive on. What could best accomplish this
goal? 

A. A SNAT for all addresses could be defined, and then disable the SNAT processing for select VLANs. 

B. Some virtual servers could be associated with SNAT pools and others not associated with SNAT pools. 

C. The decision to perform source address translation is always based on VLAN. Thus, the goal cannot be achieved. 

D. The decision to perform source address translation is always based on a client\\'s address (or network). Thus, this
goal cannot be achieved. 

Correct Answer: B 
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